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About This Game

Tetradecagon is the ultimate game of pong. Bounce a ball off of the highlighted sides of a user-controlled polygon for as long
as humanly possible. As time progresses, the ball will quicken in speed and the polygon will grow in number of sides. It seems
extremely simple at first, but it quickly turns into a brutally difficult game. Tetradecagon will easily provide hours of intense,

rage-inducing fun and will quench anybody's thirst for extremely challenging and exciting amusement.

For those with photosensitive epilepsy, an epileptic friendly option has been added. Those who are not satisfied with this option
are entitled to a refund.
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Title: Tetradecagon
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Geojitsu
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 Support

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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The great passion and love of the authors for the 4X genre is clear. Although the game has several flaws (mostly UI), they're
updating it, giving much attention and care to user feedbacks. So the game is steadily improving and that's NOT something to be
taken for granted. Over time it can become a little gem, I am convinced about that!. There's so much to be said about this game
that is wonderful. It's hilarious, which is rare for me to find in a video game because i'm 32 and you young nerds find stupid
things funny like Slenderman and♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥baby crap and memes whereas this has actual funny writing, and it's well-
written too!

I enjoyed the part where I was Ophelia - Terrorist Hunter.

It helps if you've read Hamlet before and understand it. I mean, REALLY read it, and not HAD to read it for high school, which
you probably did two years ago and in that case, this game isn't for you.

Two people said this game wasn't funny. One gave a long boring review that was so boring, mundane and dumb my eyes glazed.

I hate that guy.

This game is a sense of humor test. If you find it funny, congrats! You graduated a grade in humor! You will find +1 things
clever.

If you don't find it funny, then you're honestly a boring person in real life that laughs at things like monkey cheese crap and
memes from 2011 are the funniest things in the world (or memes in general, as in you speak in memes and people avoid you).

That's my review. I hope they do another one.

Also Kate Beaton was one of the artists! Kate rocks!. Wacky sprites, fun to play, local co-op (versus) mode. What else do you
need?. Turn on Vsync dumbasses. It's super cool. Very mysterious. Nice japanese voice acting, if you like it. Pretty good
translation to english. I like the art also, but the mysterious nature of the game is what gets me the most.. I guess you could say
the devil had it out for me to buy this DLC...okay. Uh, so this review thing. This product is pretty cool. More then worth it if
you like the base game.. Should this be in the main game?
Many people are saying that all the features this DLC adds to a game should be in a base game. I agree with them, but... they
probably doesn't realise how big this game is and what possibilities it offers and what can be added. I'm saying that if you
wanted all of these features added at once in the game, the development would take a lot of time, money and effort. If you
wanted to buy the game at full price ( 40 \u20ac all DLCs in base game), the company would lose so much money they wouldn't
make other title or anything at all, even the development would move the release a few years. And if price was high enough to
compensate all the time, money and effort, noone would buy a game at this price.
Just my opinion, pls don't hurt me for it. :(
If this DLC is expensive for you, just wait for it to be in SALE. Nothing you can do about it.

REVIEW
This DLC is mostly focused on Eastern europe, precisly on 3 nations in Eastern Europe and 1 nation on Balkan -
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Adding historicly accurate people such as generals and leaders, also adding
new sound effects to armies when you select them - they'll speak in their language. To these four nations have been added mew
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focus trees, decisions and events, giving you choices to walk the path of freedom, supremacy or conquest.

FOCUS TREEs
As Czechoslovakia you can create a new factions and inviting other close nations to join you and resist German pressure.
As Hungary you can restore Austria-Hungary and restore what was lost in WW1 or approach Czechoslovak alliance and join
them or proclaim Greater Hungary and conquer your neighbors.
As Romania you can conquer Balkan, renew Romanian-Polish alliance and chose your king to abdicate or let him stay and have
him under control.
Well, Yugoslavia doesn't have interesting focus tree so I recommend you to look at it on the internet.

NEW FEATURES
New features are added such as Equipment License with wich you can "buy" technology from other nations and use them in you
war-machine ( Weapons, tanks, planes and ships ).

Subjects
Fascist countries get new subject levels like Reichskommissariat, with access to licenses, industry and strategic resources. The
instated governments are held in an iron grip, making it harder for them to break free. ( Copied from official steam website,
description about content - Expansion for HoI4: Death or Dishonor) I didn't know how to explain it.

Personaly this DLC doesn't offer much things to the game and for this price it shouldn't even exist. If the price was lower, about
5 \u20ac ( from 10\u20ac to max. 5\u20ac ) or at best free, people would be happier and would't hate it that much. I am not
denying what I wrote at the beginning, it's just how I see it from development perspective. Don't hate me, thanks. :). This game
gave me deppression.
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It's not broken, but something about the physics of this game does not feel right to me. Once I got over that, I was able to enjoy
myself for a few hours.. Not bad. Very short compared to other Choice of Games' stories.
Feels like it ends half way through rather than a proper ending.
Good enough for the current sale price of 3 USDs but 4 might be pushing it.
Honestly I expect more exspansive stories from the people that make the actual engine and used to give much better stories.
There's simply other Choice of Games to start with than this one.. Bought the game but can't play it. Ubisoft has so many
lockdowns and codes they will get back to me in two day to see if I am qualified to play their game. Ubisoft will NEVER GET
ANOTHER DOLLAR FROM ME. You can't play games from them when you buy them.. A beautiful game: easy to grab a hold
of and engage with imaginatively, challenging, and with a decent level of magic options to customize your favored playing style..
10/10 would take 18 attempts to realize there's no special ending for Extra Saveless again
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